MOANAVOICES
PACIFIC WOMEN SHAPING THE FUTURE OF FISHERIES

MANUMATAVAI TUPOU-ROOSEN
LEADING THE PACIFIC WAY

MOANAVOICES aims to increase the participation of
women in fisheries by raising the profile of fisheries as a
potential career, as well as the profile of women already
working in the sector.
Other ways to foster balance in the sector include
providing support networks for women in fisheries and
strengthening institutions, workplaces and conditions.
Led by the Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency with
support from the GEF Oceanic Fisheries Management
Project, OFMP2
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I can imagine the
inspiration these voices will
provide to our digital
citizens of the Pacific as
more young students – girls
and boys, men and women
— comment, share, like, and
pursue career pathways in
their national Fisheries
sectors..

FFC MIN Chair, Cook Islands Prime Minister Henry Puna with Australia's Assistant Minister
for Pacific Affairs and International Development, Senator Anne Ruston. IMAGE: LWLahari

Kia Orana!
I couldn’t be more delighted to welcome another Moana Voices collection celebrating the experiences and journeys of Pacific women
shaping the future of fisheries. It’s especially important for me as I welcomed Pamela Maru – the cover story featured in the inaugural
Moana Voices publication – back home to the Cook Islands in 2019. Pam left the Ministry in 2013 to take up her regional role with
FFA, and returned in 2019 as the first woman to head the Ministry of Marine Resources. At the national level, the Cook Islands public
service leadership is also witnessing a milestone first in our history, with women heads of ministries outnumbering their male
colleague providing high-level advice and development directions for the nation. I have little doubt that education,information and
engagement efforts have played an important role for girls and young women eyeing their career and life choices.
This makes it so vital that awareness, outreach and engagement featuring Moana Voices continues to be shared, and I thank FFA and
SPC for their work in this regard, as well as the Global Environment Facility and other implementing partners such as FAO and UNDP.
The Oceanic Fisheries Management Project, OFMP 2, has created momentum for inspiration.
In the age of digital, social media, and mobile-based information, Moana Voices opens an opportune space to affirm the benefits of
gender equality for the fisheries sector. As we have seen from the journeys shared by some of those featured in this issue, Pacific
storytelling continues to resonate in new ways along with the old. An avid smartphone user myself, I can imagine the inspiration these
voices will provide to our digital citizens of the Pacific as more young students – girls and boys, men and women— comment, share,
like, and pursue career pathways in their national Fisheries sectors.
That outcome bodes well for the Pacific Future of Fisheries Roadmap for sustainable fisheries. Activating gender approaches across
the four key areas of the Tuna Fisheries report card – whether in sustainability, value, employment or food security, will ensure
outcomes that are truly of benefit to all people.
Surely that’s something worth celebrating, and I thank and commend all those who’ve shared of their time to bring us their Moana
Voices. Yours are the voices that will shape the future of Fisheries!
Be good, and be successful.
HENRY PUNA, Prime Minister of the Cook Islands
Minister, Marine Resources.
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LIKE OTHERS GROWING up on a Pacific Island, my
affinity with the ocean runs deep. Swimming, seafood
and a never-ending fascination with the ocean has
always been a big part of my family life. I have fond
memories of accompanying my grandmother to place
pandanus in the shallow seawater, in preparation for
making mats. In addition, waiting at the wharf at
sunset on Saturdays for my father to return from fishing
so I could look at the selection of fish, which was then
shared and enjoyed amongst the family.
I credit my family for developing my commitment to
public service. I was raised by my great-grandmother
while my parents worked for the Tongan Government
and I learnt very early that there is no replacement for
hard work, love for family and a strong Faith in what is
possible.
From childhood I wanted to be a lawyer like my father.
In my final year of Law School, I studied International
Law, which included a section on Law of the Sea. I was
hooked! Being able to combine my attraction to the
ocean with my studies was ideal and I went on to
complete my Masters in International Law. My thesis
was on the [then] recently concluded UN Fish Stocks
Agreement.

"We always hear that we have a responsibility to sustainably
manage our fisheries resources for present and future generations
but equally important, I believe we have a duty to those who came
before us. They fought hard for the rights we enjoy today, so we
need to exercise those rights responsibly. "
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A commitment to gender mainstreaming in Fisheries: DG Tupou-Roosen with FFA staff supporting Solomon Islands public action for IWD March 8.
IMAGE: FFAmedia

Later, as part of my PhD studies, I visited the FFA and was so
inspired by its mission to maximise the benefits from
fisheries for our people that I was determined to work there.
As FFA Legal Counsel, my role was to provide legal advice on
significant Agency-wide issues and manage the Legal team.
I’m now humbled to be entrusted by Members with my
current role as FFA Director General. My primary
responsibility is to lead our team in facilitating regional
cooperation on fisheries management and the development
of strategies to ensure the sustainable use of our offshore
fisheries resources.
I enjoy how dynamic our fisheries work is, with its everchanging challenges. The most rewarding part of our work is
the close collaboration with Members, listening carefully and
responding appropriately to ensure we jointly deliver what
works best for our countries and our people.
Ensuring that regional solidarity prevails amongst FFA
Members can be summed up in one word – Cooperation. It
epitomises our Pacific Way and will always be our strength.
Cooperation has been, and continues to be, at the core of our
achievements to establish world-leading tools and standards,
such as our monitoring, control and surveillance framework.

" Ensuring that regional solidarity
prevails amongst FFA Members is
summed up in one word –
cooperation. Cooperation
epitomises our Pacific Way.
It will always be our strength.
Cooperation has been and
continues to be at the core of our
achievements to establish worldleading tools and standards, such
as our monitoring, control and
surveillance framework. "
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Regionalism at work during trilateral talks in Wellington, March 2019. L-R: FFA Deputy Director-General Matt Hooper, Papua New Guinea
High Commissioner Brigadier General (Retd) H.E Francis Agwi, Samoa High Commissioner H.E Leasi Papali'i Tommy Scanlan, FFA
Director-General Dr. Manumatavai Tupou-Roosen, Cook Islands High Commissioner H.E Elizabeth Wright-Koteka, Solomon Islands High
Commissioner H.E Joy Kere, Vanuatu High Commissioner H.E Johnson Marakipule Naviti IMAGE- K.NGATOKO

Currently, we‘re working on a project to collect and
share information on people involved in illegal fishing,
rather than being focused heavily on vessel compliance
histories. I firmly believe this new focus will significantly
improve the way we combat unregulated fishing.
Our oceans and its fisheries resources is our past,
present and future. We always hear that we have a
responsibility to sustainably manage our fisheries
resources for present and future generations but
equally important, I believe we have a duty to those
who came before us. They fought hard for the rights we
enjoy today, so we need to exercise those rights
responsibly.
I reflect often on the unwavering and precious support I
receive from my husband and family as well as the
opportunity to work with a very close-knit team of likeminded and passionate colleagues. Having the right
support at home and at work makes all the difference.
It has allowed me to combine motherhood and a
career; a gift I never take for granted.
Especially to our young Pacific Islanders reading this:
Keep up your Faith, Know that anything is Possible and
Always follow your Heart. As with anything in life, there
will be bumps along the way but these experiences will
only make you stronger.
As for where I will be in 10 years from now: Still
committed to contributing to making a positive
difference in the lives of our Pacific people. This is a lifelong calling for me.
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LEADING FISHERIES MANAGEMENT-CONNECTING PEOPLE TO POLICY

HOW DID I end up in Fisheries?
It’s a strange story. I used to work with my Dad who is
also in the industry. After two years I decided it was
time to work somewhere where I was not related to
anyone—so I ‘ran’ away. Two years later, a position came
up where my father said I would be the best candidate
for the job. And so here I am, back at South Seas Tuna
Corporation, which keeps me busy between Port
Moresby and regional meetings - and I’ve been here for
just over seven years now. Running the company office
is pretty much a jack of all trades position. You deal
with regulators, like the National Fisheries Authority
and PNG government agencies such as the Internal
Revenue Commission and the Department of Trade
Commerce and Industry, with other departments such
as Foreign Affairs, Labour, to name a few.
The issues are broad. Fisheries isn’t just about the fish
you catch, its about the people involved and the
policies that go into creating the fisheries environment.
There’s no particular mo-jo I live by in this work, every
day is a new day needing a new attitude. But I would
say my Dad Francis Houji, provides an ongoing source
of inspiration in this work.
He’s been in this field for a long time. And as the eldest
in my family, a lot of the things that I do are modelled
on what he does, how he works in the industry, how he
deals with issues. And early on whenever I have
complaints or queries, he is my go-to for support and
advice. here are lots of stories and memories in this
work. So far, many of mine involve being a young
woman starting out in this field and progressing my
knowledge of this sector.

"In a space like the WCPFC, I would like to think that what I do has
a positive impact on sustainability of our tuna resources for the
future, for my children, and their children. "
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Same space, different realities- Pacific vessels side by side in Lae, PNG. --IMAGE: F.Blaha
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THE OCEAN IS something I took for granted growing
up in the Marshall Islands. It’s the constant blue
border to your world, it’s all around you. That’s how it
was for me almost 20 years ago, when I went to
fisheries. Within my first two years after that I took the
dive into marine science studies. I have been hooked
ever since.
It’s such a dynamic field. I learn something new every
day. I’ve completed a professional attachment in New
Caledonia with the Pacific Community. I was with the
Oceanic fisheries program, a long way from home in
the Marshall Islands, but at home and in my ocean
element.
On the back of that, I went straight into a Technical
and Compliance committee of the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Commission/WCPFC, which
had its 2018 session in Majuro.
And not long after that, I headed into the Forum
Fisheries Agency Management Options committee in
the Solomon Islands.
Looking back on that snapshot of the last 12 months,
a highlight had to be working alongside other
women in fisheries, including Lucy Joy from Vanuatu
who was doing the same internship.

" My only advice to young people is to just do fisheries and give it
a go. Whether you love or hate it, it will surely lead to the area and
the people that fit you, challenge you, and know you most--you
can’t let anything stop you, especially being a girl. "
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And not long after that, I headed into the Forum
Fisheries Agency Management Options committee in
the Solomon Islands. Looking back on that snapshot
of the last 12 months, a highlight had to be working
alongside other women in fisheries, including Lucy
Joy from Vanuatu who was doing the same
internship.
It’s injected a new way of looking at how I work back
at home, with MIMRA, the Marshall Islands Marine
Resources Authority. I am the Chief Fisheries Officer
there for Oceanic Fisheries. That’s a long way from my
first entry into MIMRA as a college intern doing
coastal fisheries after finishing up at the national
college in Majuro.
As for being a woman in fisheries, I haven’t had the
time to step outside of myself and look at what I do
from that perspective. I expect that will come over
time.
Often, it’s not easy to capture in words the whole
sense of regional solidarity and a bloc of Pacific
nations standing on their national interests while also
working together to manage the world’s biggest tuna
fishery. I do know it’s empowering to see all these
changes because when the PNA office first came to
Majuro, I was a junior officer in MIMRA. To be there,
witnessing the impact of the PNA on tuna fisheries
and revenues to Pacific countries, watching in closeup our Pacific nations take a stronger role in global
fisheries leadership, that’s just very humbling.
People like Glen Joseph are part of this change, and
he’s a mentor leading the list of people I look up to in
this field. He sets the standard in terms of my fisheries
mentors. Generally, my initial mentors for life skills
were of course my parents. They raised nine kidsseven of us girls- while working in their respective
careers. They both worked and raised us and they
always said education is key. I kept that in mind when
I started with MIMRA because learning from doing is
something Glen Joseph would encourage for his staff.
That and keeping an open door in terms of his
management style. And then there are those around
me that I’ve been inspired by. Like my BFF Pamela
Maru. She keeps breaking new ground and is now
heading back to the Cook Islands to head fisheries
there.
The late Nanette ‘Dilly’ Malsol of Palau was a very
strong fellow Micronesian sister in fisheries. Nanette
was a very strong influence on me, I miss her often.
Another departed colleague missed by many of us in
Fisheries is the late Colin Brown of the Cook Islands
whose ideas, energy and professional experience has
influenced so many of us in the field. If there’s one
key issue that is important for our Pacific people to
recognize about tuna fisheries, it’s that the best way
possible to use this rich shared resource is ensuring
sustainability.
We all want the same thing. We need to ensure the
resources are well maintained and healthy for our
children and the generations to come. It’s not easy,
but it’s a balancing act that no other region of the
world does quite like we do. The reality is there is
always going to be a lack of agreement on the issues
that matter to those around the table at the WCPFC.
We are all so different, and the reasons that bring us
all to the commission table are so different as well.

Pacific solidarity and the mentoring of fisheries colleagues are a key
part of the fisheries management journey.IMAGE: Pam Maru.

The only way for the Pacific countries to survive
around all those conflicting interests is to consider
what keeps them strong, because it’s this strength in
the face of opposition from much more developed,
economically stronger, and resource-rich nations at
the Commission table which will help small islands
developing states such as the Marshalls.
My recent term as Chair of the WCPFC Science
Committee has to be one of the more memorable
roles I have held. The scientific committee of the
Pacific Tuna Commission gets down to the evidence
and science of the status of our fish stocks. I grew to
enjoy the process and role because it’s very clear that
most of the work is done by the back and forth of the
committee sessions, and it was easier to handle with
that understanding. I would encourage more Pacific
nationals to put their hands up and take on those
roles. I credit my friend Pamela Maru with how I
became Chair, because I would never have
considered it otherwise. We were email chatting from
opposite sides of the world, as you do—and no one
else was volunteering, so I said ‘OK, put my name in’. I
was willing to take on the challenge and it was a
wonderful opportunity, no regrets. Absolutely none.’
My only advice to young people is to just do fisheries
and give it a go. Whether you love or hate it, it will
surely lead to the area and the people, that fit you,
challenge you, and know you most. There’s no
stopping you after that, You can’t let anything stop
you, especially being a girl.
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"MOST OF ALL, THE FISH ARE OURS"-THE MANA AND PASSION OF PACIFIC
FISHERIES.'
WHETHER YOU HAVE worked in the field or not, if
you are not in fisheries in the Pacific, you will miss the
excitement!
Fisheries is one of the core resources for our Pacific
Islands and we need to ensure we maximize our
opportunities and our returns from it. The returns
from fisheries come in many forms: jobs, food on the
table, roads, infrastructure and other economic
developments in Pacific Island countries. Most of all,
the fish are ours.” -- A wise man once said those
words to me, and looking back on my own journey,
he was right.
Making sure Niue’s marine resources are utilized in a
sustainable manner is what my role is all about. I
often tell others they will never be bored in fisheries
because there are so many layers—the challenge is to
find the layer that works for their individual taste.
My journey with Fisheries began as a recruit for the
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries in
Niue, and one of my daily tasks would be to analyze
catch data from foreign licensed vessels. The catch
data at that time was faxed through on paper that
easily faded away, so I had to transfer that
information into a database before doing the analysis.
I identified some discrepancies in the reports which
later led to an investigation, a milestone for us at the
time, as Niue was licensing up to 40 Taiwanese
longline vessels.

"... we need to maintain regional solidarity and cooperation for the
Pacific to manage our fisheries sustainably. We also need to ensure
we don’t over harvest the fishery into a state of collapse. It’s
difficult to manage a resource once it’s hit that point. "
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IHigh level Fisheries Management talks are not for everyone- "the ability to laugh helps break up the many solemn moments." -- IMAGE: LWLahari

From data analysis, I was introduced to access
agreements and potential sub-regional arrangements
on longline vessels – known as the PolyMelan, during
an attachment at FFA. The attachment opened my
mind into the exciting world of the Pacific tuna
fishery. Eventually, I found myself working for FFA in
1999 as the Project Economist until Dec 2004.
I later went on to do doctorate thesis research on
Pacific Tuna Fisheries and even in my current role, it
seems that tuna Fisheries is always in my periphery; it
tends to pull me back whenever I venture away from
it!
I’ve enjoyed seeing our people asserting and taking
ownership of their sovereign rights. I will never forget
a Pacific Island colleague at one of the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC)
sessions where the negotiations across the table can
get quite tedious and then build up to moments of
tension. This person responded with such passion to
one of the distant water fishing nation interventions;
it’s a moment that I will never forget. You had to be
there to soak that power and passion in. Having said
that, the different styles of negotiations continues to
intrigue me. Heavyweight issues aside, there is a lot of
humor in fisheries and often these tend to break the
intensity of the negotiations.
The ability to laugh helps break up the many solemn
moments. For me, one heavier moment was the final
US Treaty Renegotiation session in June 2016. There
was a commitment by all of us, after so long and so
much travelling to so many meetings- to get that
outcome. We all simply had come so far, and yet
there was still so much potential for things to go the
other way. The negotiations ended on a positive note
with the two sides reaching an outcome at what felt
like the 11th hour moment particularly as the meeting
concluded at 3am on winter morning in Auckland on
the last day.

I think a milestone aspect for the Pacific has been
witnessing the leadership of coastal states at a global
level. For example, the Parties to the Nauru
Arrangement (PNA) have told vessels wanting to
come into their EEZs they can't fish in their adjacent
high seas if they want tuna from their waters. Up
until then, all the high seas of the world were a free
for all, under international law. And it’s great to see
our Pacific nations exerting their power in that way.
It’s stories like these I most like to share when people
ask about fisheries work. Our fisheries revenues from
access agreements, the stories of oceanic fisheries are
a story of our people asserting and taking sovereign
ownership of their resources. As a Pacific Islander,
the future of fisheries is one where I see the benefits
being shared by all. To achieve that we need to
maintain regional solidarity and cooperation for the
Pacific to manage our fisheries sustainably. We also
need to ensure we don’t over harvest the fishery into
a state of collapse. It’s difficult to manage a resource
once it’s hit that point.
Throughout my working life, I have found gender
issues depend on the context and situation. I was part
of a team developing the national tuna management
plan and one of my colleagues was unwell, so I had to
do the consultation myself with the local team. We
were visiting fishing villages and the participants
were older men. I was young and female, but I didn’t
let that affect the way I conducted myself. My Pacific
heritage helped because I was culturally aware of the
situation and I used that to bridge the gap. That was
over 10 years ago. It is generally acceptable now for
females to be involved in non-conventional areas
such as fisheries in the Pacific.
A decade from now, I will hopefully still be involved
with fisheries, either directly or indirectly. My advice
to my younger self would be, there is more to
fisheries than just catching fish! And to young people
eyeing the same career, I would encourage them to
find your niche, and go for it.
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I TURNED 31 this year and have been in fisheries for
five years. I always had the dream and passion to
work with the Ministry of Fisheries & Marine
Resources. It’s why I aimed to study Marine Affairs
and graduated with that, double majoring in Marine
Affairs and Geography as part of my undergrad
degree. From study overseas, I came home to a part
time role with Australian Aid, and that’s when I saw
an advertised post with a New Zealand-funded
Mekem Strong Solomon Islands Fisheries (MSSIF)
project within the Ministry of Fisheries and Marine
Resources. I applied and achieved my high school
dream. Two years in, I applied for another role in the
Ministery, and am now a Senior Fisheries Officer
working in Compliance.
Overall, compliance work ensures that all people
whether citizens or foreigners, abide by the laws and
regulations governing the Fisheries Resources of my
country. A day on the job could include port
inspections of all incoming fishing vessels, patrolling
at sea, conducting inshore base inspections of marine
resources for exports, or at the office cross-checking
licensing paperwork for those who have been given
the permission, and the rules that go with it, to fish in
the Solomon Islands.

THE

DREAM.

What I love most about this work is being able to help
look after our marine resources. Most of my people
depend on these resources for food and income and
so it’s important we manage it for our generations to
come and ensure that my people will continue to
earn sustainable income from their resources. And
through this job, I have come to know other people
from the Pacific, and have been able to share and
learn from their experiences as Fisheries officials. It’s
opened a world of working in Oceans that inspired
me to investigate a Masters in Fisheries studies--it’s
on the list!
In the meantime, I have enjoyed the on the job
learning opportunities. So many training workshops
and short courses have helped grow what I know, and
I have gained new skills and understanding of outputbased performance. That’s a new way of looking at
public service. Having a job is not just about turning
up and clocking off after eight hours.
I’m in a role I’m passionate about cheered on by my
ultimate role model—my Dad. Every time I seek his
advice and share with him about my caree, he always
encourages me to go further, seek advice when I
need it, being myself and doing my best in whatever I
do, and to always see the opportunities hidden in
every difficulty I face.

"I’ve found of all the choices we make in life, you can expect to
make some mistakes, but you can never go wrong with choosing
education.
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Sharing challenges, seeking solutions-- with regional colleagues during meetings at the Forum Fisheries agency, which has its
secretariat based in the Solomon Islands. IMAGE: supplied.

His support has helped me as a parent myself. Being a
career mother means managing time well and striving for
quality free time to spend with my children and husband.
I always have in mind that my struggles and job provide
my family with a better life and future. I share lots of work
stories –those I can talk about-- with the kids, with my
family, so that they understand the work I do. The job
does come with its share of challenges. We often work
with Foreign nationals who speak English as a second or a
new language, or not at all. Difficulties in communication
during inspection duty can be both humorous and
frustrating. Another challenge for me in compliance work
has been the 7- day, 24 hour on-call week. Sometimes it
involves night, overnight, and days at sea for surveillance
operations. Being on patrol vessels during bad weather
and when out at sea with no network to allow me to
check on my family especially my kids. As well as working
on a male dominated industry and being the only female
on-board can be challenging.
In my case, I faced it, and it made me more confident
about focusing on my duties and knowing I am there for
the same thing as everyone else around me. Importantly,
and especially for our people, I have learnt that nothing is
impossible for women working in this field. Being a
woman, the only woman in my case, that goes on
fisheries surveillance patrols, especially when hit by bad
weather out on open ocean, being on duty during
weekends when its family time requires acceptance and
flexibility around this work. On top of the focus on the
benefits to future generations I find having a positive
approach to the work has kept me going through
challenges and circumstances.
Where do I see Fisheries in the Future? It will be
sustainable. It won’t be easy, but we have come a long
way in a short time already as a nation. We have enough
management measures and tools in place now to
manage and guide our fisheries activities compared to
the past, when our fisheries resources didn’t have the
protections we enjoy now.

Given the vital role the Solomon Islands as a coastal state
plays within the Pacific, and our cooperation with other
Pacific nations in managing our shared tuna fisheries,
what happens now is going to impact the sustainability
and state of our fisheries.
Of all the acronyms in this field, of course my favourite is
MCS and E. It hits all the key areas – Monitoring,
Compliance, Surveillance, Evaluation, related to my work
and so it’s the easiest one for me to remember! The worst
one is also easy to remember—Enforcement, especially
when dealing with people breaking the law or regulations
and facing the consequences. Women, old people, those
caught up in breaches of our fishing rules sometimes
touch my heart. But without enforcement, there’s no
point in having rules, and they are there to ensure we
have a fishery to manage in the future.
Speaking of where I will be in that future, I still see myself
in Fisheries, most likely in another area of Fisheries and
Marine Resources, and maybe even advising younger
people in the sector to embrace the challenges that
come their way because it will build your confidence and
ability to deal with bigger challenges to come. Never stop
dreaming, and do the hard work required to make
dreams happen and have your stress solutions ready. For
me, I try to find two things to relieve stress- a chance to
laugh out loud, and something in my life to thank God
for.
And for women I would say just remember the only thing
that’s required to step past those ‘I’m a woman or I’m not
ready yet, it’s impossible’ moments, is to give it a try.
Finally, seek advice and inspiration from those leading the
way, and keep an eye on education opportunities. I’ve
found of all the choices we make in life, you can expect to
make some mistakes, but you can never go wrong with
choosing education.
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SMARTER,

NOT

MY NAME IS Maria Rizwana Sahib, I was born in a village
north of Vanua Levu in Fiji and I ended up in Fisheries
through my background in Environmental Studies and
Development Studies. My thesis featured case studies on
MSC certification with PNA and the Fiji Tuna Boat
Owners Association. I had come to the Marshall Islands
to visit the PNAO and to interview stakeholders and one
of them was Glen Joseph, the Director of Marshall
Islands Marine Resources Authority. They were hiring,
and I applied. I made the move from Fiji to the Marshall
Islands more than five years ago and served as MIMRA’s
International Fisheries Policy Analyst since 2014. I am
now with the Micronesian Center for Sustainable
Transport as Research Associate, based at the University
of the South Pacific Majuro Campus. My research is
based around carbon emissions from fishing fleets in the
Pacific and hopefully this research can contribute to the
overall sustainability of domestic development of tuna
fisheries in the Pacific.
I've represented the Republic of Marshall Islands (RMI) in
various fora related to fisheries. I liaise with sub-regional,
regional and international organizations relating to
fisheries policy; develop policy initiatives including
helping with the development of National Tuna
Management Plan and development Strategy, and a
paper on the Vessel Day Fee for RMI’s Domestic Fleet.

HARDER,

FOR

Other work involved helping with statutory compliance
work, helping managers with administration and
planning processes and developing the aide memoire
for the Marshall Islands under the World Bank Pacific
Regional Oceanscape Program. Recently too, there’s
been policy drafting work involved with keeping our
Ocean and Coral Reefs sustainable.
I love my job. I am very passionate about what I do
because I know that my small contribution plays a role
in the bigger picture of taking control of our fisheries. My
current post is part of ultimately working towards a PhD
in this field, which offers many research opportunities for
anyone taking a closer look. The implementing of new
measures, new ideas and innovative ways to improve
tuna management and taking control of our fisheries is
an exciting new growth area. Opportunities are many,
now that fisheries is receiving the attention that it
deserves. For all our nations, the Ocean is providing new
career directions. Opportunities in economics, science,
technology and law where gaps in the national level
need filling.
There have been many special moments in my journey
so far. A standout moment was being invited alongside
Dr Transform to be inaugural keynote speakers at the
cutting-edge series in 2017, organized by the Sasakawa
Peace Foundation.

“I love my job. I am very passionate about what I do because I
know that my small contribution plays a role in the bigger picture
of taking control of our fisheries.”
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Sahibs tip to other career mums: share your work stories to inspire and educate your kids, but don't take work home. IMAGE-SUPPLIED.

Dr. Transform continues to be a mentor, friend and
confidant. I have been inspired by him as I see him as
the statesman in fisheries in the region. He is very
humble and modest when it comes to his
accomplishments, and provides inspiration for many of
us seeking heroes in this field. There are also more
sobering moments, those that offer a chance to reflect
and appreciate life’s blessings. Recently, I visited the
late Nannette Malsol’s resting place in Palau. Nannette
has been one of the stalwarts and leaders of fisheries
and I think as a young woman she inspired and led the
way for many young budding fisheries officials in the
region.
The most critical issue facing the resources of the
Pacific Ocean is our ability to maintain our
management system that is owned and controlled by
our people at all levels – from the coastal villages to the
national policies, to our Forum leaders and the regional
levels, beyond to the Tuna Commission, the WCPFC,
and globally to the UN and other oceans of the world.
We own the largest and healthiest tuna stocks in the
world and we have to some extent to be able to
harness the economic returns of our tuna resources.
I believe that for any field of work, merit should be
considered first, and Offshore Fisheries is generally a
male dominated field. I personally feel that there were
times when my input was undermined, but it hasn’t
changed the passion I feel for this work. If anything, it’s
made me more determined to focus on the bigger
picture beyond those who have archaic notions of what
women can do, and how we should do it. I think a
more balanced and open mind set amongst men and
women is changing slowly as more and more females
are being recruited in the field.

Of course, having seen the impact and transformation
it has brought about, my favourite of all the acronyms
in this sector is the VDS, or Vessel Day Scheme. It may
be a nightmare for those entering into the field, but
you can quickly get your mind around all the alphabet
soup. I enjoy them all!
I appreciate the journey and where it’s taken me so far,
and I wouldn’t have it any other way. I’d encourage
those Pacific youth wondering over a future in fisheries
– whether they take it up or not, to take an interest in
our Oceans and fisheries resources. It’s something that
affects us no matter where we end up, and a resource
that all our you to take interest in fisheries resources in
the Pacific, something that all our nations have in
common. It’s important that even if we don’t work with
it, we understand what our governments are doing to
maintain control over the future of these resources.
Part of working to ensure the future of the resource is
investing in the future managers of that resource. You
cannot separate the two, and while I have worked hard
to where I am today, now I am amongst those working
mums who realize the importance of the work-life
balance. Working smarter, not harder. I’m working to
keep children interested in what you do so they
understand the sacrifices made by their parents. No
work to be taken home, home time is for family.
There’s so much well-intentioned advice out there and I
could add to it when it comes to encouraging other
Pacific women to pave the future of fisheries. I’d just say
to trust in your instincts and choices at the end of the
day, knowing you will learn and grow, whatever
happens. I’ve learnt that in all moments that make up
life, there are the bits we can control and the bits we
can’t, but everything – even the crazy bits -- happens for
a reason!
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IT WAS LUCK that led me into the fisheries sector.
I had returned home after six years of life and graduate
studies in Japan and was on the lookout, applying for
government posts because I wanted to give back as a
public servant. I wasn’t successful. Then I overheard my
brother-in-law discussing a vacancy at the Ministry of
Fisheries. Managing the CEO’s office and leading
stakeholder engagement for the Tonga Fisheries Sector
Plan (TFSP) sounded like a great position suited to what I
had just come from studying international cooperation. It
was about to close off and I barely made it in with my
application. I was offered the job three weeks later. Now
more than three years in, including a stint with the United
Nations in New York, I am still finding it exciting and
remain amazed at how much we can do together for
offshore fisheries, as a region.
There are the national opportunities for fisheries
development, but with tuna being the shared resource
common to all Pacific people, it's so important to us and
our future generations. I think back on my first year and it
is almost as if my master’s was meant to be. I had never
thought of it being applied to Fisheries, but in my position
now I am grateful it's all coming together. I think in many
ways Fisheries covers so many fields of study and learning
where Oceans development just links it all up and studies
can be applied to Fisheries management roles.
This job challenges me and changes me. I’m always
learning something new every day. It may sound ironic but
one thing I tell everyone when they ask what it’s like to
work in Fisheries is how it involves a wider world beyond
fish and fishing.

"As with many government roles you do gain an appreciation of the people who are
the heart of a public service. One such person was our former filing clerk for the
Ministry of Fisheries, Ana Akauola. She passed away a few months after I started
work, but she made an unforgettable impression on me. More than my first friend in
the office, she was positive and taught me how to tackle my challenges with ease.
It made me realize how important women are to the fishing industry.”
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Gender issues are in place, but giving way to balance as more women take on fisheries careers. IMAGE-LWLahari.

It’s about managing resources and ensuring the ocean is
healthy for future generations. Meeting officials from around
the region who are passionate about what they do in this
industry continues to highlight to me how I can contribute
from what I know, and how much more I need to learn.
Take my first day on the job. I quickly found there isn’t a
manual about fisheries. I was thrown into this oceanic world,
and had to start swimming and learning on the job. It helps
to have great support and mentoring from the Fisheries
experts around me who are so helpful in answering my
questions. Lots of questions.

Even at this early stage in my career, I’ve picked up on how
much a sense of humor helps in this work. Take all the
acronyms, a big part of all the policy and rules in this sector.
The combination of a few English letters covers technical
terms, rules and approaches, yet can sometimes deliver a
word that is repugnant in Tongan or other Pacific languages. I
won’t give examples, suffice to say my favourite remains IUU,
Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported fishing. It’s not only an
important reason for Pacific nations hosting tuna fishing
vessels in their waters, but it was my first ever acronym that I
learnt in Fisheries.

As with many government roles you do gain an appreciation
of the people who are the heart of a public service. One such
person was our former filing clerk for the Ministry of
Fisheries, Ana Akauola. She passed away a few months after I
started work, but she made an unforgettable impression on
me. More than my first friend in the office, she was positive
and taught me how to tackle my challenges with ease. It
made me realize how important women are to the fishing
industry. We contribute a lot and drive most of the behind
the scenes work. It’s vital to understand and support that
context if we want to achieve the end goal of sustainable
management of our fisheries resources. The gender issues
are well in place. Tuna fisheries as opposed to coastal
fisheries started with and continues to be dominated by
men. But the norms are changing. Women can have a career
in this field and take the reins in our fisheries in our country
and around the region.

Ten years from now, I’m hoping hard work pays off with
opportunities for career advancement or regional work. Proof
of that being a realistic goal comes from my professional role
model Dr. Manu Tupou-Roosen. She’s Tongan, and she went
from achieving academic excellence to her first job as Legal
Officer for FFA. Now she is the first Director General of the
organization. For me, she is the epitome of women in
Fisheries, and has paved the way for Tongan women who
want a career in Fisheries or in general around the region or
internationally. My role models in life are my big sister, Nau
and my mom, Temaleti. They understand me and provide the
best advice. They have so much wisdom. Through them, I am
learning to be more confident and firmer with my decisions.
As for younger ones at that place in life where they have to
choose which way to go in studies or work, understand what
you choose must reflect your hopes from your heart, not
what’s expected of you by others. Work hard, view challenges
as opportunities to step up rather than give up. And
remember the benefits of better health and better everything
that comes from a positive attitude. There’s enough negativity
in the world that a positive perspective can always bring a
better outcome.

In the beginning I was a bit intimidated working around
senior officials who literally know so much about Fisheries
they sound like they are speaking another language, and
here I am just starting out! I keep reminding myself never to
forget why I am here, and what I can contribute. Being a
working mother isn’t easy so it helps if you love what you do.
Keeping a work-smarter balance begins with priorities. I
prioritize my child and family and everything else is
secondary to that.

There’s a beauty in not being able to predict at 14 what you
will be doing at 41. There’s a beauty in being able to tell family
that every time I head out to work, I learn something new by
the end of the day, and that I am only a very little part of the
big work that Tonga and our Pacific nations are leading in
Fisheries.
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I came into FFA as a support officer in IT. Straight out
of school, and into regional fisheries. In seven years
from this corner of the organization, I have
progressed and seen that one of the major challenges
we have at the national, regional and global levels is
all the work that goes into the reporting of the
fishery.
The data is so critical to success, and yet it’s one of
those quiet challenges that sit in a corner until a real
urgency to address problems kicks in, and then
everyone is rushing to find good data, understand it,
package it, manage it.
We have a wealth of data with us here at FFA, how we
use it to manage tuna fisheries brings up more layers
of information and data and the challenges of Illegal,
Unregulated and Unreported fishing (IUU) that goes
with it. Whether it's fisheries managers, news
reporters, staff and country officials or consultants,
one thing is sure; We all need validated, complete,
verified and accurate data to fill the blanks and make
sense of where the fish are, what they are doing and
what the data is telling us.

"If you persevere and are determined in your passion to pursue an ICT career, then
just get into it. See where it will take you. Not just where it will take you, but where
it will meet you and help you grow your gifts...You’ll be amazed at the opportunities
that come your way."
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Getting to the data source-- watching vessel boardings and inspections helps Letitia (middle) deliver information management systems that take into account the
conditions vessel boarding officials and observers work in, and how they capture information. IMAGE-SUPPLIED

As the only female in a team of eight, I am helped along in
this pressured role to provide data and information in a
timely manner for fisheries management by my male
colleagues. The support and encouragement from the
team pushes you along pursuing your goals. An inspiration
from the sideline was my Dad. We've always had this
mental connection, a competitive private joke which
begins with him claiming 'See if you can beat me to this,
or who'll be the first to do that...' it makes me get up and
get going to prove I can accept any challenges thrown at
me. I really have grown to like and enjoy that spirit of
wondering what's coming up around the corner next,
what the next level will be, and how I will manage it.
Of all those challenges though, I must admit there’s one
that I still haven’t conquered. I’m not the type of person
who will get up in front of people and teach. I’m only
doing it more now at the professional level as a personal
challenge to myself to try and train others to use the
systems I work with. And I think I am rising to that
challenge. I’m living up to that.
What would I tell younger people who are deciding on a
career and looking in my direction for some clues?
Technology is now seen as the backbone to any
organisation. I would encourage them to get onboard and
explore ICT. Don't just think of it as sitting in front of a
computer and looking at more computers. It may require
you to start off as a helpdesk support officer but it can
prepare and mould you for bigger challenges and
opportunities to come, especially in an age where
everything seems to have a technological edge to it.
I get a lot of questions in this line of work which highlight
the perception for many that women in IT are the ones
doing data entry and stuff like that, being directed and
taking instructions rather than leading the way.

I think it's really up to individual choice and interest, but
I'd say to anyone thinking about this line of work that if
you persevere and are determined in your passion to
pursue an ICT career, then just get into it.
See where it will take you. Not just where it will take you,
but where it will meet you and help you grow your gifts, or
strengthen areas that needs to be strengthened. You’ll be
amazed at the opportunities that come your way. There is
so much you can do with an IT background, and if you
want to, it’s a definite tool for helping to manage our
fisheries in the Solomon Islands. That old slogan that if you
can’t count it, you can’t manage it—is so true.
Future plans and where I will be? Im' looking around at
the people I work with in FFA and abroad, checking what
my seniors are doing and seeking inspiration. I am
thinking of heading back to school and doing further
study. If it's not in the ICT World then a new direction away
from IT it is, doing some research and courses around
another area of fisheries, maybe.
After working more than eight years here in regional
fisheries, if there's one thing I would tell fisheries officials it
is that one thing they need to do is to please ensure fish
are still part of our Pacific Future.
And as a Solomon Islands woman, I would ask decision
makers to invest more in emerging technologies to help
manage and sustain the future of fisheries. If people are
not able to see the benefits, we need to spend what is
needed to make them see how useful technology can be
when it comes to adding value to human effort and
labour.
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Inspiration and role models abound for women in STEM jobs, who are still battling gender stereotypes over women and data entry roles. IMAGE supplied.

" ...it's a privilege to be part
of something that Pacific
people are doing for
themselves, leading the way
from applying information
systems and fixes to
problems so we can all get
to that "wow- it's working!"
moment. "

PACIFIC WOMEN ARE SHAPING THE FUTURE OF FISHERIES.
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